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RESOURCE REPORT 10 --ALTERNATIVES
Filing Requirement

Location in
Environmental Report

 Discuss the “no action” alternative and the potential for accomplishing the
proposed objectives through the use of other systems and/or energy
conservation. Provide an analysis of the relative environmental benefits and
costs for each alternative. (§ 380.12 (l) (1))

Sections 10.2 and 10.3

 Describe alternative routes or locations considered for each facility during the
initial screening for the project. (§ 380.12 (l) (2))
(i) For alternative routes considered in the initial screening for the project but
eliminated, describe the environmental characteristics of each route or site,
and the reasons for rejecting it. Identify the location of such alternatives on
maps of sufficient scale to depict their location and relationship to the
proposed action, and the relationship of the pipeline to existing rights-ofway.
(ii) For alternative routes or locations considered for more in- depth
consideration, describe the environmental characteristics of each route or
site and the reasons for rejecting it. Provide comparative tables showing the
differences in environmental characteristics for the alternative and
proposed action. The location of any alternatives in this paragraph shall be
provided on maps equivalent to those required in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section.

Sections 10.5, 10.6, and
10.7
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FERC COMMENTS ON
DRAFT RESOURCE REPORT 10

LOCATION OR
RESPONSE TO COMMENT

JULY 22, 2015 COMMENTS
Resource Report 10 – Alternatives
1. Provide additional detail on system alternatives 1 and 2,
including a description of the necessary modifications required
to meet the Project objectives and potential environmental
impacts of system alternatives when compared to the Project.
2. Provide additional detail on CPV Potential Routing Options 1,
2, and 4 that led to their being eliminated for further
consideration. Provide a figure showing CPV Potential Routing
Options 1, 2, and 4.
3. Provide an analysis of additional route alternatives which
utilize as a tie-in, Millennium’s existing mainline and include
alternatives which have the potential to collocate to a greater
extent with existing infrastructure, including railroads and
Interstate 84.
4. Add the following data to table 10.5-2, and include an analysis
of CPV Potential Routing Options 1, 2, and 4 and any
additional route alternatives:
a. total collocation with existing rights-of-way;
b. total construction and operational acreage;
c. total acres of impacts on forested land; and
d. total acres of wetlands crossed (including forested
wetlands and emergent/shrub-scrub wetlands).
5. For all route variations incorporated into the proposed route
after the initial filing of draft Resource Reports 1 and 10,
provide representative figures and tables detailing the locations,
comparisons of impacts for relevant resources, and the ultimate
reason for its incorporation.
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See Section 10.4, Table 10A-1, and Figure
10B-1

See Section 10.5.1, Table 10A-2 and Figure
10B-2

See Section 10.5.3

See Tables 10A-2 and 10A-3

See Section 10.6
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10.0 ALTERNATIVES
10.1

INTRODUCTION

Millennium Pipeline Company, L.L.C. (Millennium) is seeking authorization from the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC or Commission) pursuant to Section 7(c) of the Natural Gas Act1 to
construct, install, own, operate, and maintain the Valley Lateral Project (Project). The Project will provide
firm transportation of natural gas to the new 650 megawatt gas-powered CPV Valley Energy Center being
constructed by CPV Valley, LLC (CPV) in the town of Wawayanda, New York. The Project, as proposed,
includes approximately 7.8 miles of new natural gas pipeline that will extend from Millennium’s existing
main line pipeline north to the CPV Valley Energy Center, as well as ancillary aboveground facilities. The
target in-service date for the Project is April 2017.
The Project consists of the following components and facilities:





approximately 7.8 miles of new 16-inch diameter pipeline in Orange County, New York;
one delivery meter station and associated piping at the CPV Valley Energy Center, approximate
milepost (MP) 7.8;
one launcher facility (MP 0.0); and
one receiver facility at the CPV Valley Energy Center (MP 7.8).

As part of the development process for the Project, Millennium evaluated pipeline routing and aboveground
facility siting options based on regional topography, potential adverse environmental effects, population
density, existing land use, and construction safety and feasibility considerations. Millennium has
endeavored to locate the pipeline adjacent to existing utility corridors where practicable, feasible, and in
compliance with existing regulatory requirements. Millennium considered route and site alternatives,
respectively, in conjunction with the Commission’s guidelines, as set forth in 18 Code of Federal
Regulations Section 380.15. This resource report discusses the alternatives considered during the
development of the Project including the no-action alternative (Section 10.3), system alternatives (Section
10.4), and route alternatives (Section 10.5), route variations (Section 10.6), and site alternatives (Sections
10.7 and 10.8).
Millennium performed an analysis using desktop data to compare the Preferred Route against system
alternatives, route alternatives, and route variations. Although environmental survey data was collected for
the majority of the Preferred Route, this data did not allow for consistent, comparative assessments among
the alternatives. Therefore, desktop data was utilized for the analyses provided below and presents a more
comprehensive, reliable, and consistent data set for alternatives analysis.

1

15 U.S.C. § 717f(c) (2012).
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10.2

PURPOSE AND NEED

The Project will create firm lateral capacity capable of delivering approximately 130,000 dekatherms per
day of natural gas as fuel to the CPV Valley Energy Center being constructed by CPV in Orange County,
New York. Millennium and CPV have entered into a precedent agreement regarding the development of
the Project, which provides that Millennium and CPV will enter into a firm transportation service agreement
for service on the lateral for a primary term of 15 years. In accordance with the precedent agreement,
service on the lateral is anticipated to commence in April 2017 to facilitate the commissioning process of
the CPV Valley Energy Center.
According to CPV2, the CPV Valley Energy Center will be a new 650 megawatt combined-cycle, natural
gas-fired electric power generating facility constructed to help meet the region’s growing energy demands.
The energy center will use the most advanced and environmentally-conscious power generation technology
available, making it one of New York’s cleanest natural gas energy facilities. The CPV Valley Energy
Center will generate enough electricity to power more than 650,000 homes in the region when operational.
Additionally, this new generation facility will help to lower electricity costs, which could save New York
ratepayers more than $400 million a year in reduced electricity costs.
The CPV Valley Energy Center will help address the electric reliability needs of downstate New York. The
New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) established, and the Commission approved, a new
capacity zone and related demand curve to address a transmission constraint that limits the deliverability of
electric power into the Lower Hudson Valley. Specifically, the NYISO determined that the Upstate New
York/Southeast New York Highway interface into the Lower Hudson Valley was constrained because it
was “bottling” 849.2 megawatts of generation from areas upstate of the Lower Hudson Valley.3
Accordingly, the NYISO created the Lower Hudson Valley zone to provide more accurate price signals and
encourage the addition of generation and transmission resources to enhance the reliability within the new
capacity zone.4 The CPV Valley Energy Center site is located within this new zone.
10.3

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

The no-action alternative would consist of not constructing the Project and continuing with the status quo.
Although no action would eliminate or delay any potential environmental impacts of the Project, the
objective of the Project, to provide natural gas to the CPV Valley Energy Center, would not be met. Under
the no-action alternative, other natural gas transmission companies could propose to construct new facilities
to provide the natural gas supply to the CPV Valley Energy Center, or CPV would be required to convert
its planned natural gas based energy producing facilities to use alternative energy sources such as coal.
Such actions would likely result in impacts similar to or greater than those associated with the Project, and
might not meet the Project’s objective within the proposed timeframe. Therefore, the no-action alternative
is not practical and provides no advantage over the proposed Project.

2
3

4

See, http://www.cpvvalley.com/about.html
N.Y. Indep. Sys. Operator, Inc., 144 FERC ¶ 61,126 at P 14 (2013), on reh’g, N.Y. Indep. Sys. Operator, Inc.,
147 FERC ¶ 61,152 (2014).
Id. at PP 24-25.
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10.4

SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

System alternatives are alternatives to the proposed action that make use of other existing, modified, or
proposed pipeline systems to meet the stated objectives of the Project. A system alternative may make it
unnecessary to construct all or part of the Project, although modifications or additions to the alternative
systems may be required to increase their capacity or provide receipt and delivery capability consistent with
that of the Project. These modifications or additions could result in environmental impacts that may be less
than, comparable to, or greater than those associated with construction of the Project. System alternatives
that could result in significantly less environmental impact might be preferable to the Project. However, a
viable system alternative must also be technically and economically feasible and practicable, and must also
satisfy necessary contractual commitments made with the shipper supporting the development of the
Project.
A viable system alternative to the Project would have to meet the following Project objectives while
resulting in fewer environmental effects than the Project:




Provide 130,000 dekatherms per day of firm transportation capacity at approximately 575 pounds
per square inch gauge;
Provide a connection to the CPV Valley Energy Center; and,
Be operational in time to meet the in-service date of April 2017.

Any viable system alternative must be compatible with the contractual requirements relating to location
and capacity of receipt points, delivery interconnections, and in-service date set forth in the shipper
agreements.
Orange and Rockland System Alternative
The distribution system of Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. (Orange and Rockland) could be considered
as a system alternative. Orange and Rockland’s natural gas delivery system consists of approximately 1,800
miles of gas distribution mains and pipes and serves nearly 130,000 customers in New York and
Pennsylvania. An Orange and Rockland distribution line connects to the existing Millennium main line
pipeline in Minisink, New York and extends northeast along Route 12; however, given that the maximum
allowable operating pressure of this line is only 250 pounds per square inch gauge, this distribution line is
not a viable system alternative to the Project.
CPV also considered two lateral line alternatives of approximately two to three miles in length that would
need to be constructed to provide a connection between the CPV Valley Energy Center and other Orange
and Rockland distribution facilities (see Figure 10B-1). A comparison of these two laterals to the Project
is presented in Table 10A-1. While these Orange and Rockland system alternatives would have greater
collocation with existing roadway infrastructure, such collocation coincides with a greater number of
residences (and presumably landowners) that would be affected and would also include additional
construction constraints, including those resulting from other existing utilities such as power lines and other
underground utilities that are likely present in the roadway corridor. Millennium has not evaluated whether
there is space within the roadway right-of-way to construct the pipeline between the roadway and the
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existing residences and other existing utilities. In addition, the comparison in Table 10A-1 only includes
the impact of the laterals themselves.
CPV determined that Orange and Rockland’s distribution system would also need to be upgraded to meet
the pressure and volume requirements of the Project. Modifications to Orange and Rockland’s system that
would likely be necessary to meet the Project’s objectives would include pipeline looping or replacement
and/or the addition of compression. The greater number of residences (and presumably landowners), the
greater the potential to encounter other existing utilities, the need for additional information regarding the
available space for the pipeline within the roadway right-of-way, and the need to design and permit
construction of pipeline looping and/or new compression facilities presents construction constraints that
would increase project’s cost and construction timing. Given the extent of design work and
consultation/approval required, the project likely would be delayed and the Project objective to deliver
natural gas to the CPV Energy Center for its startup would not be met. As a result, CPV concluded that the
Orange and Rockland alternatives were not commercially preferable to the Project and therefore executed
the agreement with Millennium. Additionally, CPV determined that the Project was its preferred source of
natural gas supply. As such, neither of the Orange and Rockland system alternatives is a superior
alternative.
10.5

ROUTE ALTERNATIVES

The preferred alignment for the Project was developed to meet the Project objectives while minimizing
environmental and landowner impacts. An alternative route is considered a linear segment of pipeline that
does not follow the exact alignment of the Preferred Route. Sources of existing information, such as field
reconnaissance, aerial photography, topographic maps from the United States Geological Survey, National
Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps, and New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC) Freshwater Wetland Maps were used during the route identification and evaluation process.
10.5.1 CPV Potential Routing Options
As described in Section 10.2, the preferred alignment for the Valley Lateral was selected based on an
interconnection with the existing Millennium main line pipeline and delivery to the CPV Valley Energy
Center location. Millennium began selection of the preferred alignment with four potential routing options
initially identified by CPV during review and approval of the CPV Valley Energy Center pursuant to New
York’s State Environmental Quality Review Act. A map of these routing options is provided as Figure
10B-2.
Routing options 1, 2, and 4 as identified by CPV start at points along the Millennium pipeline that are a
greater distance from the Project terminus (i.e., the CPV Valley Energy Center) than CPV’s routing option
3. Given the longer length, potential routing options 1, 2, and 4 would impact a greater amount of land (and
presumably landowners), and affect a greater number of environmentally sensitive resources and areas, and
would increase Project costs. Additional detail on each routing option that led to their being eliminated
from further consideration is described in the following paragraphs and summarized in Table 10A-2. As a
result, CPV’s potential routing options 1, 2, and 4 were not considered economically or environmentally
preferable. CPV’s potential routing option 3 was identified as the closest point along the Millennium
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pipeline to the Project terminus, and Millennium identified two routes from that starting point as viable
routes for the Project. These alternative routes are discussed in Section 10.5-2.
10.5.1.1 CPV Potential Routing Option 1
CPV Potential Routing Option 1 would affect a greater number of environmentally sensitive resources
including three additional NYSDEC wetlands, eight additional forested wetlands, and more than twice the
amount of wetland and forest acres as the Preferred Route. CPV Potential Routing Option 1 would also be
in close proximity to five additional residences (and presumably landowners) and would cross an active
railroad (presenting constructability constraints). Crossing sensitive resource areas such as wetlands and
forest land typically includes additional engineering and erosion controls and clearing crews, which would
increase material and labor costs during construction. As a result, CPV Potential Routing Option 1 was not
considered economically or environmentally preferable.
10.5.1.2 CPV Potential Routing Option 2
CPV Potential Routing Option 2 would affect a greater number of environmentally sensitive resources
including one additional NYSDEC wetland (consisting of an additional 2,080 feet of NYSDEC wetland
crossing length), three additional forested wetlands, a greater amount of wetland impact, one major
waterbody crossing (whereas the Valley Lateral would not cross any major waterbodies), and greater
potential to encounter shallow depth to bedrock (increasing the potential for blasting to occur).
Additionally, CPV Potential Routing Option 2 would collocate with an active railroad for approximately
two miles, adding constructability constraints and would be constructed in close proximity to six additional
residences and nine additional commercial operations (and presumably landowners). Crossing sensitive
resource areas such as wetlands, major waterbodies, and shallow depth to bedrock typically includes
additional engineering and erosion controls and blasting specialists, which would increase material and
labor costs during construction. As a result, CPV Potential Routing Option 2 was not considered
economically or environmentally preferable.
10.5.1.3 CPV Potential Routing Option 4
CPV Potential Routing Option 4 would affect a greater number of environmentally sensitive resources
including 342 more feet of NYSDEC wetland, 11 additional forested wetlands, more than twice the amount
of wetland impact acreage as the Preferred Route, six additional waterbodies, one municipal park (whereas
the Valley Lateral would not cross any public lands), and increased potential to encounter shallow depth to
bedrock (increasing the potential for blasting to occur). CPV Potential Routing Option 4 would also be
constructed in close proximity to eight residences and five commercial operations (and presumably
landowners) and would cross four additional roadways. As stated above, crossing the additional sensitive
resources would increase material and labor costs during construction. As a result, CPV Potential Routing
Option 4 was not considered economically or environmentally preferable.
10.5.2 Millennium Route Alternatives
As described above, Millennium identified the closest point along the Millennium main line pipeline to the
Project terminus at the CPV Valley Energy Center as the starting point for evaluating viable route
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alternatives. A map of these route alternatives is provided as Figure 10A-3. A location approximately 0.2
mile southeast of the proposed MP 0.0, at an existing Orange and Rockland meter station site, was also
considered as a starting point for the Project. Starting at the existing Orange and Rockland meter station
would result in needing to cross a significant wetland area and pond, and an existing railroad berm. The
proposed starting point is located in an open field and was determined as the preferred location in terms of
constructability and to minimize impacts on the identified wetland area. The route alternatives and the
reasons for their adoption or rejection are summarized in Table 10.5-1.
TABLE 10.5-1
Basis for Adoption or Rejection of Route Alternatives for the Valley Lateral Project
Description

Preferred Route

Alternate Route A

Length
(miles)

Basis for Adoption or Rejection

7.77

Adopted to minimize landowner impact, avoid existing
residences and commercial/industrial buildings, minimize
effects on environmentally sensitive areas and improve
constructability.

7.18

Rejected due to a greater number of existing residences
and commercial/industrial buildings within 50 feet of the
construction workspace, a greater potential to encounter
contaminated sediments along the railroad, a greater
number of waterbodies crossed, and crossing of public
land, which could create High Consequence Areas.

Alternate Route A
Alternate Route A would be nearly identical to the Preferred Route from MP 0.0 to approximate MP 2.0.
The alignment then extends north, continuing adjacent to an existing railroad corridor and an existing
electric transmission corridor for the majority of its length to Interstate Highway 84. While locating
Alternate Route A along the railroad corridor minimizes clearing of new right-of-way, the presence of the
existing railroad corridor also presents a greater potential to encounter contaminated soils along the route.
Contaminated soils could be present from operation of the railroad itself, or from existing or abandoned
industries along the rail corridor. Testing and properly disposing of contaminated soils during construction
increases Project costs and could delay the Project schedule.
After diverging from the Preferred Route, a portion of Alternate Route A runs parallel to Rutgers Creek, a
designated trout stream, and an old base for the abandoned section of the railroad. Construction along and
adjacent to Rutgers Creek in this location would be difficult, potentially causing significant stream impact.
The route then runs proximate to residences to avoid impacts on the foundation for a bridge located along
County Road 22 before an additional crossing of Rutger’s Creek. Alternate Route A also crosses an
entrance to, and an open field area, of Shannen Park. Shannen Park is a municipal park donated to the
Town of Wawayanda to preserve the land as a park and wildlife area and includes facilities such as picnic
benches, a pavilion, playground, and athletic fields. Due to the park’s use as a public gathering place, there
are approximately five locations within the park that could individually qualify as a High Consequence
Area (see Resource Report 11), whereas the Preferred Route does not cross any High Consequence Areas.
The presence of the High Consequence Areas could increase Project construction and operation costs.
Construction across the park could temporarily impact park visitors by interrupting access to the park and/or
Draft Resource Report 10 - Alternatives
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creating visual and noise disturbance during construction. Alternate Route A is also located within 50 feet
of a greater number of residences and commercial/industrial buildings, which increases landowner impact
and increases construction costs.
Alternate Route A crosses and travels along the bank of another stream, Joe’s Creek, and the route would
need to make a turn within the creek, to continue to collocate with the existing electric transmission corridor.
The creek crossing and construction along Joe’s Creek would be difficult due to the presence of the existing
overhead electric transmission line and the presence of saturated soils associated with the stream, potentially
resulting in significant wetland and stream impact. Alternate Route A then extends parallel and adjacent to
Catlin Creek, to continue to collocate with the existing electric transmission corridor. Construction adjacent
to Catlin Creek would be difficult due to the presence of the existing overhead electric transmission line
and the presence of saturated soils associated with the stream, potentially increasing construction cost and
resulting in significant wetland and stream impacts. Alternate Route A would then cross McBride Road,
where limited workspace is available due to the presence of the existing railroad and existing facilities on
both sides of the route (including a gas station). There is also a rock quarry nearby, an indication that there
is a likelihood of encountering rock during construction, which would potentially necessitate blasting.
Blasting has the potential to affect nearby residences and businesses from the temporary noise generated
during the blast and could involve additional monitoring of water wells if present in the vicinity of the blast.
Based on these factors, Alternate Route A was not considered environmentally or economically preferable
to the Preferred Route. Table 10A-3 presents a comparison of Alternative Route A with the Preferred
Route. Alternative Route A is depicted on Figure 10B-3.
In summary, the Preferred Route moves the alignment east, further away from residential and
commercial/industrial areas, the rock quarry, the railroad, and Shannen Park. Moving the alignment to the
east also results in fewer waterbody crossings and achieves these crossings in a more perpendicular manner,
minimizing impacts on stream banks.
10.5.3 Collocation Alternatives
In response to the FERC comments on the initial draft of Resource Report 10 filed with the Commission in
June 2015, Millennium analyzed additional route alternatives that would tie-in to Millennium’s main line
at different locations and would maximize collocation with existing infrastructure, including railroads and
Interstate Highway 84. These alternative are presented below.
10.5.3.1 Interstate Highway 84 Alternative
The Interstate Highway 84 Alternative was developed to assess the viability of collocating all or portions
of the pipeline alignment adjacent to the right-of-way for Interstate Highway 84. This alternative route is
98 percent collocated with Interstate Highway 84. Interstate Highway 84 is managed and regulated
primarily by the New York Department of Transportation (NYSDOT), with funding oversight by the
Federal Highway Administration. Consultation with NYSDOT is required when structures or access are
proposed within the easement boundaries of a state highway. Historically, NYSDOT has not supported
collocation for safety reasons and to preserve area for expansion. Millennium has initiated consultation
with NYSDOT regarding the Preferred Route’s crossing of Interstate Highway 84.
Draft Resource Report 10 - Alternatives
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Engineering feasibility issues that potentially may arise when constructing a pipeline adjacent to a highway
right-of-way include blasting in proximity to the roadway; two-tone construction requirements on side
slopes; stoppage of traffic during blasting, slow moving, large heavy construction vehicles working in close
proximity to the roadway; and locations where the pipeline can be installed in relation to the roadway
pavement. Interstate highways are typically limited or controlled access roadways and would present access
issues during construction and operation. Limited and controlled access highways have a lack of
intersections and limited entries and exits to the roadway, with on-ramps and off-ramps to minimize the
impedance of the flow of traffic. The “controlled access” area is a buffer area set back from the pavement,
creating a separation between the high speed traffic and adjacent landowners, businesses, and full access
roadways. Controlled or limited access would likely make sections of the pipeline inaccessible for
maintenance and inspection, and may require access to the pipeline from adjacent properties instead of
accessing the pipeline from the highway.
For purposes of analyzing this alternative, Millennium assumed that the pipeline would have to be located
adjacent to but outside the controlled access area of the highway and used a distance of approximately 130
feet from the edge of the pavement as a typical location. The alternative route is longer in length than the
Preferred Route; however, proximity to the highway reduces the amount of agricultural land crossed, and
therefore reduces the construction footprint. If incorporated, final design would likely increase the amount
of additional temporary workspace required for two-tone construction on side-slopes. Operational acres
would be greater than the Preferred Route. Although the amount of agricultural land affected is reduced,
the acres of forest land and wetland affected are greater for the Interstate Highway 84 Alternative. The
Interstate Highway 84 Alternative would cross three more waterbodies than the Preferred Route, and would
include one major waterbody crossing (whereas the Preferred Route does not cross any major waterbodies).
There is an increased potential to encounter shallow depth to bedrock along the Interstate Highway 84
Alternative as well as an increased potential to encounter contaminated soils. Locations with contaminated
soils are likely to be present along the highway where spills of oil and hazardous materials occur as a result
of vehicle or transportation accidents. As a result of these factors and the engineering feasibility issues
described above, the Interstate Highway 84 Alternative was not determined to be environmentally or
economically feasible. Table 10A-4 presents a comparison of the Interstate Highway 84 Alternative with
the Preferred Route and this alternative is depicted on Figure 10B-4.
10.5.3.2 Railroad Alternative
Alternative Route A, described in Section 10.5.2, above, is located adjacent to abandoned and active
railroad for the majority of its length, and therefore provides a greater degree of collocation with existing
infrastructure (88 percent), including railroads. Alternative Route A is located adjacent to an abandoned
railroad bed at the beginning of the alternative and continues to extend along the active portion of the
railroad to Interstate Highway 84. Two segments of Alternative Route A diverge from the existing railway,
one near the start of the alternative where collocation with the railroad is constrained due to the presence
of existing residences on the northwest side of the railroad and due to Rutgers Creek running parallel to the
railroad to the southeast. Alternative Route A also diverges from the railroad near Slate Hill, to avoid
existing development; however Alterative Route A follows an existing electric transmission line where it
diverges from the railroad in this location. A comparative analysis of Alternative Route A is included in
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Section 10.5.2, above and in Table 10A-3. In summary, Alternative Route A is not preferred over the
Preferred Route for the reasons identified in Section 10.5.2.
10.6

ROUTE VARIATIONS

Route variations differ from system alternatives or route alternatives in that they are identified to reduce
impacts on specific localized features, are typically shorter in length than route alternatives, generally less
than 1,000 feet from the original proposed route, and entail typically localized environmental considerations
such as reducing or avoiding impacts on specific features.
10.6.1.1 Route Variation 1
Millennium is currently assessing incorporation of Route Variation 1, commencing at approximate MP 2.8
on the proposed Valley Lateral route. Route Variation 1 is being considered in response to landowner
concerns. Route Variation 1 is slightly longer than the proposed route in this location, and therefore would
affect additional forest and agricultural land. Additionally, incorporation of Alternative Route 1 would
potentially affect an adjacent landowner to a greater extent than the landowner affected by the proposed
route. A comparative analysis of Route Variation 1 is included in Table 10A-5 and Route Variation 1 is
depicted on Figure 10B-5.
10.6.1.2 Route Variation 2
Millennium is currently assessing incorporation of Route Variation 2, commencing at approximate MP 4.0
on the proposed Valley Lateral route. Millennium is assessing the HDD crossing method in this location
to minimize impacts on forested wetland and Catlin Creek. If HDD is utilized in this location, depending
on final workspace layout, Route Variation 2 would potentially eliminate the open-cut crossing of Catlin
Creek (field identification “St-S”, see Resource Report 2) and avoid impacts on the forested wetland (WAL). A comparative analysis of Route Variation 2 is included in Table 10A-6 and Route Variation 2 is
depicted on Figure 10B-5.
10.6.1.3 Route Variation 3
Millennium is currently assessing incorporation of Route Variation 3, commencing at approximate MP 5.6
on the proposed Valley Lateral route. Millennium is assessing the HDD crossing method in this location
to avoid the open-cut crossing of the tributary to Catlin Creek (field identification “St-L”, see Resource
Report 2). If HDD is utilized in this location, depending on final workspace layout, Route Variation 3
would potentially eliminate one open-cut crossing of this perennial stream. A comparative analysis of
Route Variation 3 is included in Table 10A-7 and Route Variation 3 is depicted on Figure 10B-5.
10.6.1.4 Route Variation 4
Route Variation 4 has been adopted into the proposed Valley Lateral route since Millennium’s submittal of
the initial draft of Resource Report 10 to FERC in June 2015. Route Variation 4 was developed and adopted
in June 2015 to avoid an existing bridge over the tributary to Catlin Creek at MP 5.7. The route variation
has been incorporated for optimal constructability and to facilitate long-term maintenance by avoiding the
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existing bridge. However, if Millennium determines that incorporation of Route Variation 3 is feasible in
this location, it would be used in lieu of Route Variation 4, because it would avoid the bridge in addition to
avoiding impacts on the waterbody. A comparative analysis of Route Variation 4 is included in Table 10A8 and Route Variation 4 is depicted on Figure 10B-5.
10.7

ABOVEGROUND FACILITIES

Project aboveground facilities are limited to one meter station, one launcher facility, and one receiver
facility. The meter station and receiver facility will be located at the CPV Valley Energy Center facility at
approximately MP 7.8 (see Figure 10.5-1). The launcher facility will be located at the beginning of the
Valley Lateral at the interconnection with Millennium’s existing pipeline system. The proposed siting of
the new aboveground facilities was governed by the location of Millennium’s existing system and by the
location of the CPV Valley Energy Center, and minimizes the use of new right-of-way. Because the
selected sites for the proposed aboveground facilities present no or minimal environmental impacts, no
additional site considerations were necessary.
10.8

PIPEYARDS

Millennium is currently assessing use of an alternative pipeyard, in addition to or in place of the proposed
pipeyard. The alternative pipeyard is located in the vicinity of the tie-in with Millennium’s existing
mainline at MP 0.0. This alternative pipeyard would be proximate to the Project and would facilitate
construction of the tap site and pig launcher. The alternative pipeyard would include approximately 11.84
acres consisting of 81 percent agricultural land and 19 percent upland forest. The alternative pipeyard is
depicted on Figure 10B-6.
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TABLE 10A-1
Comparison of the Orange and Rockland System Alternatives
with the Preferred Route
Orange and Rockland System
Alternativesa
Option 1
Option 2

Environmental / Engineering Factor

Preferred
Route*

Pipeline length (miles)

6.56

4.98

7.77

Operation acresb

39.81

29.99

47.11

Construction acresc

62.56

45.57

83.52

Length of adjacent right-of-way (ROW) (miles)d

6.18

4.90

2.05

Number of roads crossed

17

10

12

Residential structures within 50 feet of the construction
ROWe

65

47

0

Commercial structures within 50 feet of the construction
ROWe

6

3

0

Number of NYSDEC wetlands crossed (feet)

1 (630)

0

1 (109)

Acres of NWI wetland impacted (construction)

2.16

0.17

3.84

Acres of forest land impacted (construction / operation)

4.74 / 3.02

3.16 / 1.74

23.55 / 15.52

Acres of agricultural land impacted (construction /
operation

10.81 / 5.40

2.94 / 1.35

50.48 / 25.21

1

0

11

0.36

0.01

0.85

Number of waterbodies crossedf
Length of shallow depth to bedrock (miles)g
Notes:
*

The data provided for the Preferred Route includes desktop information only, not field survey data, for
consistent analysis with the system alternatives.

a:

Analysis of lateral lines only, not including any required upgrades or additional compression facilities.

b:

Operation acres estimated based on an assumed 50 foot easement.

c:

Construction acres estimated based on an assumed 75 foot construction corridor and 100 foot corridor in
agricultural lands.

d:

Estimated from 2013 aerial photography, and utility and transportation layers. Based on an assumed 50 foot
permanent easement centered on the Preferred Route and System Alternative lateral lines.

e:

Estimated based on an assumed 110-foot wide construction ROW centered on the Preferred Route and
System Alternative lateral lines. Accessory structures such as sheds not included.

f:

Waterbodies were calculated using National Hydrography Data Sets. Waterbodies are a combination of
streams, rivers, ponds and lakes.

g:

Areas identified to have shallow depth to bedrock are described as having bedrock less than 5 feet from the
surface as determined by NRCS SSURGO.
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TABLE 10A-2
Comparison of the CPV Potential Routing Options 1, 2, and 4
with the Preferred Route
CPV Potential Routing Options 1, 2, and 4
Environmental / Engineering Factor

Preferred
Route*

Option 1

Option 2

Option 4

Pipeline length (miles)

9.59

8.07

9.11

7.77

Operation acresa

58.13

48.97

55.54

47.11

Construction acresb

88.39

83.08

91.65

83.52

Length of adjacent ROW (miles)c

5.26

6.17

5.33

2.05

Length or ROW adjacent to active railroad
(miles)d

0

1.9

0

0

Number of active railroads crossed

1

0

0

0

Number of roads crossed

13

10

16

12

Residential structures within 50 feet of the
construction ROWe

5

6

8

0

Commercial structures within 50 feet of the
construction ROWe

1

9

4 (2,228)

2 (2,189)

1 (451)

1 (109)

12

7

15

4

1.86 / 1.25

0.39 / 0.25

3.06 / 2.05

2.00 / 1.34

8.11

4.66

8.07

3.84

48.94 / 33.06

16.10 / 10.84

24.76 / 16.77

23.55 / 15.52

3.87 / 1.99

37.86 / 18.80

34.73 / 17.27

50.48 / 25.21

Number of waterbodies crossedf

10

12

17

11

Number of major waterbodies crossedf

0

1

0

0

Number of public lands crossed (miles)g

0

0

1 / 0.27

0

0.28

1.50

2.27

0.85

Number of NYSDEC wetlands crossed (feet)
Number of forested wetlands crossed
Acres of forested wetland impacted
(construction / operation)
Acres of NWI wetland impacted (construction)
Acres of forest land impacted (construction /
operation)
Acres of agricultural land impacted
(construction / operation)

Length of shallow depth to bedrock (miles)h

5

0

Notes:
* The data provided for the Preferred Route includes desktop information only, not field survey data, for consistent
analysis with the routing options.
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TABLE 10A-2
Comparison of the CPV Potential Routing Options 1, 2, and 4
with the Preferred Route
CPV Potential Routing Options 1, 2, and 4
Environmental / Engineering Factor
Option 1

Option 2

Option 4

Preferred
Route*

a: Operation acres estimated based on an assumed 50 foot easement.
b: Construction acres estimated based on an assumed 75 foot construction corridor and 100 foot corridor in
agricultural lands.
c: Estimated from 2013 aerial photography, and utility and transportation layers. Based on an assumed 50 foot
permanent easement centered on the Preferred Route and CPV Potential Routing Options.
d: Source: NYGIS Railroad.
e: Estimated based on an assumed 110-foot wide construction ROW centered on the Preferred Route and System
Alternative lateral lines. Accessory structures such as sheds not included.
f: Waterbodies were calculated using National Hydrography Data Sets. Waterbodies are a combination of streams,
rivers, ponds and lakes.
g: Source: NYGIS Public lands / Municipal lands.
h: Areas identified to have shallow depth to bedrock are described as having bedrock less than 5 feet from the
surface as determined by NRCS SSURGO.
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TABLE 10A-3
Comparison of Alternate Route A with the Preferred Route
Environmental/Engineering Factor

Alternate Route A

Preferred Route

Pipeline length (miles)

7.18

7.77

Operation acresa

43.56

47.11

72.56

83.52

6.33

2.05

0.14

0

10

12

4

0

Commercial/Industrial Buildings within 50 feet of Construction
ROWe

1

0

Number of NYSDEC wetlands crossed (feet)

0

1(109)

Construction acresb
Length of Adjacent ROW

(miles)c

Length of ROW Adjacent to Active Railroad (miles)d
Number of Roads Crossed
Residences within 50 feet of Construction

ROWe

Number of forested wetlands crossed

6

4

1.85 / 1.23

2.00 / 1.34

5.97

3.84

Acres of forest land impacted (construction / operation)

10.61 / 6.88

23.55 / 15.52

Acres of agricultural land impacted (construction / operation)

27.58 / 13.88

50.48 / 25.21

15

11

1 / 0.15

0

Acres of forested wetland impacted (construction / operation)
Acres of NWI wetland impacted (construction)

Number of Waterbodies Crossedf
Public Lands Crossed

(number/miles)g
(miles)h

Shallow Depth to Bedrock
0.55
0.85
Notes:
* The data provided for the Preferred Route includes desktop information only, not field survey data, for
consistent analysis with the alternate route.
a: Operation acres estimated based on an assumed 50 foot easement.
b: Construction acres estimated based on an assumed 75 foot construction corridor and 100 foot corridor in
agricultural lands.
c: Estimated from 2013 aerial photography, and utility and transportation layers. Based on an assumed 50 foot
permanent easement centered on the Preferred Route and Alternate Route A.
d: Source: NYGIS Railroad.
e: Estimated based on an assumed 110-foot wide construction ROW centered on the Preferred Route and
System Alternative lateral lines. Accessory structures such as sheds not included.
f: Waterbodies were calculated using National Hydrography Data Sets. Waterbodies are a combination of
streams, rivers, ponds and lakes.
g: Source: NYGIS Public lands / Municipal lands.
h: Areas identified to have shallow depth to bedrock are described as having bedrock less than 5 feet from the
surface as determined by NRCS SSURGO.
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TABLE 10A-4
Comparison of Interstate Highway 84 Alternative with the Preferred Route
Interstate
Highway 84
Alternative

Preferred Route*

Pipeline length (miles)

8.16

7.77

Operation acresa

49.48

47.11

Construction acresb

74.54

83.52

Length of Adjacent ROW (miles)c

8.01

2.05

Number of Roads Crossed

6

12

Residences within 50 feet of Construction ROWd

1

0

3 (3,057)

1(109)

7

4

1.76 / 1.15

2.00 / 1.34

5.86

3.84

52.10 / 35.41

23.55 / 15.52

0.94 / 0.45

50.48 / 25.21

Number of Waterbodies Crossede

14

11

Number of major waterbodies crossede

1

0

1.84

0.85

Environmental/Engineering Factor

Number of NYSDEC wetlands crossed (feet)
Number of forested wetlands crossed
Acres of forested wetland impacted (construction / operation)
Acres of NWI wetland impacted (construction)
Acres of forest land impacted (construction / operation)
Acres of agricultural land impacted (construction / operation)

Shallow Depth to Bedrock (miles)f

Notes:
* The data provided for the Preferred Route includes desktop information only, not field survey data, for
consistent analysis with the alternate route.
a: Operation acres estimated based on an assumed 50 foot easement.
b: Construction acres estimated based on an assumed 75 foot construction corridor and 100 foot corridor in
agricultural lands.
c: Estimated from 2013 aerial photography, and utility and transportation layers. Based on an assumed 50 foot
permanent easement centered on the Preferred Route and Interstate Highway 84 System Alternative. The
centerline of the Interstate Highway 84 System Alternative is located approximately 130 feet from the edge of
the highway pavement.
d: Estimated based on an assumed 110-foot wide construction ROW centered on the Preferred Route and
System Alternative lateral lines. Accessory structures such as sheds not included.
e: Waterbodies were calculated using National Hydrography Data Sets. Waterbodies are a combination of
streams, rivers, ponds and lakes.
f: Areas identified to have shallow depth to bedrock are described as having bedrock less than 5 feet from the
surface as determined by NRCS SSURGO.
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TABLE 10A-5
Comparison of Route Variation 1 with the Proposed Valley Lateral
Route Variation 1

Proposed Valley Lateral*

Pipeline length (miles)

0.33

0.30

Operation acresa

2.01

1.84

Construction acresb

3.97

3.60

Acres of forest land impacted (construction / operation)

0.22 / 0.15

0.09 / 0.04

Acres of agricultural land impacted (construction /
operation

3.56 / 1.76

3.16 / 1.56

0.09

0.03

Environmental/Engineering Factor

Shallow Depth to Bedrock (miles)c
Notes:

* The data provided for the proposed Valley Lateral includes desktop information only, not field survey data, for
consistent analysis with the route variation.
a: Operation acres estimated based on an assumed 50 foot easement.
b: Construction acres estimated based on an assumed 75 foot construction corridor and 100 foot corridor in
agricultural lands.
c: Areas identified to have shallow depth to bedrock are described as having bedrock less than 5 feet from the
surface as determined by NRCS SSURGO.

TABLE 10A-6
Comparison of Route Variation 2 with the Proposed Valley Lateral
Route Variation 2c

Proposed Valley Lateral*

Pipeline length (miles)

0.25

0.27

Operation acresa

1.55

1.67

Construction acresb

2.88

2.92

Acres of forest land impacted (construction / operation)

1.03 / 0.68

0.85 / 0.54

Acres of agricultural land impacted (construction /
operation

1.82 / 0.87

1.28 / 0.60

Environmental/Engineering Factor

Notes:
* The data provided for the proposed Valley Lateral includes desktop information only, not field survey data, for
consistent analysis with the route variation.
a: Operation acres estimated based on an assumed 50 foot easement.
b: Construction acres estimated based on an assumed 75 foot construction corridor and 100 foot corridor in
agricultural lands.
c: Impact acres stated would potentially be avoided with use of the HDD construction method.
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TABLE 10A-7
Comparison of Route Variation 3 with the Proposed Valley Lateral
Route Variation 3e

Proposed Valley Lateral*

Pipeline length (miles)

0.33

0.37

Operation acresa

2.04

2.31

Construction acresb

3.10

3.49

0

0.37

2.48 / 1.64

1.14 / 0.65

2

1

Environmental/Engineering Factor

Length of adjacent ROWc (miles)
Acres of forest land impacted (construction / operation)
Number of waterbodies crossedd
Notes:
*

The data provided for the proposed Valley Lateral includes desktop information only, not field survey data, for
consistent analysis with the route variation.

a: Operation acres estimated based on an assumed 50 foot easement.
b: Construction acres estimated based on an assumed 75 foot construction corridor and 100 foot corridor in
agricultural lands.
c: Estimated from 2013 aerial photography, and utility and transportation layers. Based on an assumed 50 foot
permanent easement centered on the proposed Valley Lateral and Route Variation 3.
d: Waterbodies were calculated using National Hydrography Data Sets. Waterbodies are a combination of streams,
rivers, ponds and lakes.
e: Impact acres stated would potentially be avoided with use of the HDD construction method.

TABLE 10A-8
Comparison of Route Variation 4 (Incorporated) with the Original Valley Lateral
Environmental/Engineering Factor
Pipeline length (miles)
Operation

acresa

Route Variation 4
(incorporated)e
0.04

Original Valley Lateral*
0.05

0.34

0.27

acresb

0.54

0.44

Length of adjacent ROWc (miles)

0.04

0.05

0.29 / 0.18

0.26 / 0.16

Construction

Acres of forest land impacted (construction / operation)
Notes:
*

The data provided for the proposed Valley Lateral includes desktop information only, not field survey data, for
consistent analysis with the route variation.

a: Operation acres estimated based on an assumed 50 foot easement.
b: Construction acres estimated based on an assumed 75 foot construction corridor and 100 foot corridor in
agricultural lands.
c: Estimated from 2013 aerial photography, and utility and transportation layers. Based on an assumed 50 foot
permanent easement centered on the proposed Valley Lateral and Route Variation 3.
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